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What are abbreviations?



USA
DVD
CD

LCD



Initialism- when the first letter of each 
word is used to create the abbreviation

You say each Alphabet Individually



Acronym- when you say the letters of the 
short forms as a WORD



PIN- Personal Identification Number

We say pin



ASAP

Is said both ways like

A-S-A-P

And asap



Do we use abbreviations while 
speaking?

Or are they only meant for the realm of 
writing?



We do use abbreviations while speaking

Let’s dive into this question of how we 
can use abbreviations in our day-to-day 

conversations



Abbreviations have become very 
common due to social media



OMG! You broke my phone again



OMG- Oh My Goodness/ God

Great for expressing shock, surprise or 
excitement



OMG! My dad just gifted me a car!



FYI



FYI (For your information)

When you want to tell something

FYI, I am not coming along!



FOMO

Man! You went for the safari alone! I am 
experiencing FOMO



When you are away from your home and 
your family are celebrating together!

FOMO!



FOMO

When you are missing something 
awesome!

Fear of missing out



ASAP

Bring me that copy ASAP as the boss is 
asking me



I want the documents on my table 
A.S.A.P

As Soon As Possible



After working the entire week

TGIF



Thank God It’s Friday



TGIF

Perfect when you’re feeling happy that 
the weekend has arrived



BRB

Please wait! I’ll BRB



BRB

Be Right Back



TMI



When you meet someone for the first 
time and they keep on speaking alot…..



TMI situation

Too much information



Which makes you feel uncomfortable as 
you just met



RSVP

Please Reply- on invitations- its a French 
origin abbreviation 



RSVP

Reply if You Please (English Translation)



RIP

Rest in Peace- passes away





BBQ

Barbecue- a way of preparing food/ meat



instagram



Thank You


